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Direct Testimony of James G. Bachman 

On Behalf of 

Northeast Illinois Regional Commuter Railroad Corporation, d/b/a Metra and 

Chicago Transit Authority 

 

 

 

Q. Please state your name, title, employer and business address. 

A. James G. Bachman, Partner, SPI Energy Group, 2621 Montega Drive, Springfield, 

Illinois 62704 

Q. On whose behalf are you testifying in this proceeding? 

A. I am testifying on behalf of the Northeast Illinois Regional Commuter Railroad 

Corporation d/b/a Metra (“Metra”) and the Chicago Transit Authority (“CTA”). 

Q. Please describe your professional experience. 

A. I have worked in the electric and natural gas industry for thirty-nine years.  For the last 

thirteen years I have been a Partner in SPI Energy Group.  SPI Energy Group is an electric and 

natural gas consulting firm.  We assist clients (retail end users of electricity and natural gas) in 

understanding and purchasing energy from the electric and natural gas marketplaces as end users.  

In addition, SPI Energy Group has assisted clients with their regulatory issues and requirements 

before the Illinois Commerce Commission.  For the nineteen years prior to my work for SPI 

Energy Group, I was employed by Central Illinois Public Service Company (“CIPS”) in several 

administrative and executive positions including Vice-President of Marketing, Vice-President of 

Corporate Planning and Manager of the Rates and Regulatory Department.  I had responsibility 
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for cost of service studies, rate design and rate policy for CIPS from 1980 through 1992.  Prior to 

my employment at CIPS, I held several staff positions with Wisconsin Electric Power Company 

where I started my electric and natural gas career in 1970. 

Q. What is your educational background? 

A. I received a Bachelor of Arts degree in Economics from the University of Wisconsin-

Madison in 1970.  I received a Masters of Business Administration degree from the University of 

Illinois-Champaign/Urbana in 1990. 

Q. Have you previously testified before the Illinois Commerce Commission (“ICC”) and the 

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (“FERC”)? 

A. Yes, I testified before the ICC and FERC in every CIPS rate case docket from 1977 

through 1992 before the two regulatory agencies.  I also testified for CTA and Metra in several 

recent ComEd regulatory proceedings, ICC Dockets No. 07-0566, 08-0532 and 09-0263. 

Q. What is the purpose of your testimony in this proceeding? 

A. I provide: 

• a description of the two customers that make up the Railroad Class of Service. 

• a description of traction power operations of the CTA and Metra.  

• a general view from the Railroad Class’ perspective of the ComEd Chicago Area 

Smart Grid Initiative (“CASGrid”) incorporating the Advanced Metering 

Infrastructure (“AMI”) Pilot Program.  

• an analysis of the proposed programs and the lack of documentation of any benefits 

for the Railroad Class. 

• an assessment of the proposed Rider AMP cost recovery mechanism 

Q. Please give us a brief description of Metra and the CTA. 
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A. Before discussing the specifics regarding the Railroad Class, I will give a brief 

description of the two public mass transit agencies.  The CTA and Metra are two of ComEd’s 

largest customers.  They receive delivery services from ComEd at several different metering 

points under several different ComEd tariffs.  My testimony focuses exclusively on the delivery 

service provided by ComEd under the Railroad Class tariffs.  This is commonly called “traction 

power” because it is the power and energy used to power the CTA’s rapid transit cars and 

Metra’s electric trains.  The CTA and Metra are the only customers in the Railroad Class.  

The CTA is an Illinois municipal corporation formed pursuant to the Metropolitan Transit 

Authority Act.  The CTA serves the City of Chicago and 40 surrounding suburbs with both rapid 

transit rail and bus service.  The CTA operates over 1,190 rapid transit cars over eight routes 

serving 144 passenger stations.  The CTA’s operating revenues come from fares and public tax 

funding.  The CTA has been described as the second largest public transportation system in 

North America.  

Metra is a municipal corporation and unit of local government.  Metra is governed by the 

Commuter Rail Board of the Regional Transportation Authority established pursuant to the 

Regional Transportation Authority Act, 70 ILCS 3615.  Metra provides intercity passenger train 

service on a system that serves 230 passenger stations in the Counties of Cook, DuPage, Lake, 

Will, McHenry and Kane.  Metra operates the second largest commuter rail system in the 

country.  Metra has over 475 miles of track system, which includes an electric train district that 

runs from downtown Chicago to the south suburbs. 

As I previously mentioned, both the CTA and Metra receive delivery services from 

ComEd under several different tariffs for non-traction power.  The railroads are not offering 

testimony regarding those rates.   
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Q. Please describe how traction power operates for the CTA and Metra. 

A. The CTA and Metra take delivery service for traction power under ComEd’s Railroad 

Delivery Class of Service.  Electricity is delivered by ComEd to the CTA and Metra for traction 

power at 12.5 kV alternating current to the 61 CTA traction power substations and the 10 Metra 

traction power substations.  Remote AMR meters installed at each traction power substation 

measure the power.  Each traction power substation is fed by at least two separate ComEd 

circuits.  Each circuit is separately metered by ComEd with bi-directional meters.  In addition, 

each of the circuits feeding the traction substations has automatic switching equipment which is 

in place to protect the traction substations from potential problems on the feeding circuits.  The 

two lines also are necessary to provide the reliability necessary for the mass transit systems; that 

is, any electric failure could result in a potential hazardous and dangerous situation for the public 

if, for example, rapid transit cars are unable to move either while they are underground or on 

elevated tracks.  These traction power substations are owned and operated by the CTA or Metra.  

At these traction power substations, the alternating current power received from the ComEd 

delivery system is transformed to direct current (DC) power.  This DC current is sent out via the 

“third rail” to the CTA rapid transit cars and via catenary wires to the electric cars operating in 

Metra’s electric train service district.  Both CTA and Metra have a supervisory control and data 

acquisition system (SCADA) to monitor their electric rail systems on a real time basis.  Each 

entity coordinates their activities with ComEd.  As the electric rail cars move along the CTA and 

Metra right-of-way, the traction substation power supply source for the train shifts from one 

traction power substation to the next.  

 The CTA and ComEd have a contract that was entered into in 1958 relating to the 

delivery of power and energy, construction and other matters.  Metra and ComEd entered into a 
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contract in 1986, governing all aspects of the parties’ relationship concerning Metra’s electric 

train district.   

Q. Can either the CTA or Metra totally control their electric demand? 

A. Metra and the CTA constantly look for opportunities to reduce traction power usage.  For 

example, the CTA has ordered new rapid transit cars that are more energy efficient and that will 

put electric energy back into the system when they brake.  However, neither the CTA nor Metra 

can control when its customers—the passengers—want service.  The rush hour dictates when the 

public demands the service.   

Q. Does that mean that neither the CTA nor Metra can help reduce total energy use? 

A. No.  Quite the opposite is true.  Mass transit agencies, such as the CTA and Metra make 

significant contributions to reducing total energy consumption.  Use by the public of mass transit 

does reduce energy consumption and reduces harmful emissions by taking cars, vans and trucks 

off the street.  The public benefits of mass transit have been recognized by the Illinois Commerce 

Commission in several cases.  This Commission has articulated a policy that ComEd should not 

cause rate shock or take other measures that would reduce ridership or cause fares to increase 

when setting ComEd’s rates. 

Q. What is the Railroad Class’ view of the ComEd proposed CASGrid including the AMI 

Pilot Program which is the subject of this docket? 

A. The CTA and Metra generally support actions that would, as ComEd witness Mr. Jenson 

states in ComEd Ex. 1.0, “enhance customer value with cost-effective technological 

advancements that empower customers in ways that lead to more efficient utilization of 

electricity, reductions in future demand growth, improvements in the environment and a more 

reliable and secure system.”  From the Railroad Class perspective these “drivers” should be 
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encouraged.  Whether the programs in this Docket can accomplish this cannot be answered in the 

short time that ComEd demanded that this case be concluded.  In addition, the Railroad Class has 

concerns about the cost-recovery methods ComEd has proposed. 

Q. What is the concern of the Railroad Class members in this Docket? 

A. As a general proposition, subject to the public interest considerations that the 

Commission has previously recognized must be taken into account in setting the Railroad Class’ 

rates, the CTA and Metra believe that costs imposed on customers should be based upon how 

those costs are incurred and the purpose of the underlying program or project.  In addition, the 

CTA and Metra have consistently opposed using riders to recover costs that do not fluctuate and 

that are predictable.  In this Docket, ComEd has proposed to recover costs that should not be 

given rider treatment.  Moreover, the rider would recover the costs without consideration to who 

benefits from the programs. 

Q. Have you conducted an in depth analysis of each program that ComEd has proposed in 

this Docket? 

A. No.  There has not been adequate time for such an analysis. 

Q. Did you ask ComEd whether it had performed any detailed analysis as to the benefits that 

the Railroad Class members would receive from the programs outlined by ComEd? 

A. Yes.  From the data responses, I have concluded that ComEd has not done a thorough and 

detailed analysis to show that the Railroad Class members receive any benefits from the 

programs. 

Q. Is there a possibility that some of the CASGrid Programs could benefit the Railroad 

Class? 
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A. When asked that question directly in Request No. CTA 1.06, ComEd’s response was very 

general and not specific.  In the response, ComEd admitted that it “has not, in general, attempted 

to break down benefits to particular customer classes by project type…” 

Q. Do you have other concerns about ComEd’s lack of detailed analysis as it pertains to the 

Railroad Class? 

A. Yes.  In addition, ComEd did not take into account the Railroad Class’ unique 

characteristics when answering Request No. CTA 1.05 regarding the various primary voltage 

levels and the new projects “….by the sheer nature of some of the projects, they are for the most 

part targeted at specific parts of the distribution system.”  Three projects are listed but are not 

shown to be related to the Railroad Class. 

As I testified above, the traction substations that make up the traction power load of the 

Railroad Class are fed by at least two separate ComEd circuits with automated switching 

equipment at all traction power substations.  The circuits and switching equipment are 

continually monitored by remotely located railroad dispatchers through railroad-owned SCADA 

systems.  The switching equipment at each traction substation can be operated independently by 

the central dispatchers.  Because these railroad unique systems and equipment are already in 

place and the costs are being borne by the railroads, it would be expected that the Railroad Class 

will not share in the benefits of the CASGrid projects. 

Q. Can projects, such as AMI meters for residential customers, benefit the Railroad Class? 

A. No.  Since the Railroad Class takes services at 12.5 kV, there is no benefit to the Railroad 

Class for projects for customers below 12.5 kV. 

Q. ComEd witness Mr. Donovan states in his testimony that some of the projects may be 

installed on 34kV lines.  Would those not benefit the Railroad Class? 
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A. While it is true that a small number of line restoration devices may be installed on 

selected 34 kV lines throughout the service territory, ComEd did not provide sufficient 

information for me to determine if that work would benefit the Railroad Class. 

Q. Why do you have reservations about the 34kV work benefitting the Railroad Class? 

A. As I testified earlier, the CTA and Metra have at least two 12.5 kV circuits at each 

traction power substation.  The dual line feed is to ensure reliability of service and for safety.  I 

seriously question whether the work that ComEd has outlined in its testimony would provide 

sufficient reliability that either the CTA or Metra could disconnect one of the two feeders and 

have the same level of reliability that the two feeds provide today.  In other words, from the 

Railroad Class’s perspective, the additional costs will not significantly improve the reliability 

that the Railroads have currently. 

Q. Please address Rider AMP cost recovery. 

A. The CTA and Metra do not believe that any of the costs should be imposed on it.  If any 

costs are imposed on the Railroad Class, the costs must be restricted to the projects for which 

ComEd has shown that the Railroad Class receives direct benefits.  As stated earlier, ComEd has 

not shown that any proposed program benefits the Railroad Class. 

Q. Does ComEd’s proposed cost recovery rider in this docket address the Commission’s 

public policy concerns about rates for mass transit agencies that you mentioned earlier? 

A. No.  There is no mention or recognition of any public policy issues in the rider and the 

imposition of costs upon the Railroad Class. 

Q. Is there Commission precedent for such treatment of the Railroad Class? 
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A. Yes.  The proposed Order in Docket No. 09-0263 recommended that no costs be 

allocated to the Railroad Class.  A final order will be issued by the Commission after this 

testimony is filed. 

Q. Does this conclude your testimony? 

A. Yes, it does.  However, I reserve the right to modify or supplement my testimony if 

information becomes available prior to the hearing and the Commission issues its order in 

Docket No. 09-0263. 
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